
C O L U M B U S  M c K I N N O N  C O R P O R A T I O N

AUTO-DISPATCH TECHNOLOGY



Improving Safety, Uptime, and Productivity Through Automation. If your 
facility has outdated, manually controlled cranes, hoists, or monorail 
systems, automation technology can bring new life to your equipment, 
increasing their lifecycles and providing new features to make your 
operations safer and more efficient. Magnetek® Intelli-Guide™ can do 
just that. Combining radios, drives, motors, brakes, and automation 
programming, Intelli-Guide allows operators to automatically send a 
load to different pre-programmed areas in a facility with the push of a 
button. Then, as the load moves to the programmed destination along a 
determined route, the operator can work on a different task or start on the 
next step of the production process, increasing productivity and efficiency. 

Implementing Intelli-Guide in your facility can help reduce operating 
costs and inventory, improve space efficiency, and increase material flow. 
With the precise positioning and automatic speed control the system 
provides, Intelli-Guide can help streamline your operations and improve 
efficiency as compared to processes that are manually operated.

Intelli-Guide systems can be configured to your exact requirements, 
giving you flexibility to meet the needs of your unique manufacturing 
processes. Designed for use on cranes and monorails traveling long 
distances, even in hazardous environments, Intelli-Guide is ideal for the 
aerospace, automotive, metals manufacturing, storage and retrieval, and 
marine terminal industries.

Columbus McKinnon and its dedicated Automation Division are working 
side by side with customers to leverage automation technology to 
improve their safety, uptime, and productivity. We’ll partner with you 
every step of the way, from project evaluation to aftermarket support,  
to ensure your application needs are met – every time.

D E V E L O P E D  B Y
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
IMPROVED FACILITY AND OPERATOR SAFETY 
Intelli-Guide allows you to pre-program cranes to travel along 
designated paths, preventing potential collisions with other 
equipment or operators. Intelli-Guide can be combined with 
other Columbus McKinnon automated solutions, such as 
Intelli-Protect™, to specify additional no-fly zones where crane 
movement is limited or prohibited. 

INCREASED UPTIME
Auto-dispatch technology does the work for you by eliminating 
the need for specialized skills or knowledge of lifting 
technology, sway control, or protected zones, so your system 
can get up and running quickly. Intelli-Guide also helps 
reduce the potential for human error by following precise, 
pre-programmed paths and, when combined with anti-sway 
software and no-fly zone technology, can minimize downtime 
for maintenance due to collisions.

MAXIMIZED PRODUCTIVITY
Using automation technology, rather than manually guiding 
the load through a work area, helps decrease takt time and 
increase productivity. Intelli-Guide provides automated 
movement for target positioning from one location to another, 
while also enabling human assistance for precise end-location 
positioning. With the push of a button, Intelli-Guide allows 
operators to load and unload a hook at designated locations 
and automatically dispatch it to the next station. Intelli-Guide 
allows multiple areas to share a single crane and loads to 
travel through a variety of locations or cycles, depending on 
process needs.

FLEXIBILITY FOR YOUR APPLICATION NEEDS
Intelli-Guide auto-dispatch systems can incorporate 
radios, drives, motors, brakes, and additional automation 
programming, to provide flexibility for the exact needs of 
your facility. Intelli-Guide is ideal for both retrofits and new 
installations of cranes and monorails traveling over long 
distances as well as in hazardous environments.

PRODUCT AND PROJECT SUPPORT
Every automated system from Columbus McKinnon is 
designed, engineered, and built in-house by our expert team 
of engineers and automation specialists. Plus, our highly 
trained support team is always available – 24/7, 365 days a 
year – to assist with technical application issues and tight 
installation timelines.

AUTO-DISPATCH TECHNOLOGY
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TARGET POSITIONING: CONFIGURABLE PATH OR FASTEST ROUTE 
Target positioning can initiate crane movement, send a load to a designated position, and 
lower the load to its required height, all with the push of a button. Target positioning is 
available in two types of travel modes. In the first mode, Intelli-Guide operates so the crane 
has no set path for travel and can traverse between locations using the shortest distance and 
least amount of time. In the second mode, Intelli-Guide travels along a pre-programmed path 
to prevent collisions with equipment, workstations, or other obstacles.

FINAL POSITIONING: AUTOMATIC OR ASSISTED 
When a crane reaches a top height in order to begin its motion, a final-positioning Intelli-
Guide System allows the crane to travel to its final location via the shortest route or along a 
designated path, if required. In the automatic configuration, a load moves to its destination 
and is lowered into position. In the assisted configuration, a load moves to its destination and 
remains at its specified height (upper limit) until an operator lowers it. Final positioning can 
enable greater precision when components must be repeatedly placed in exact locations.
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VERTICAL 
Utilizing vertical space to store materials can be necessary when floor space is restricted or 
at full capacity. An overhead crane with the Intelli-Guide System can travel along an aisle be-
tween rack structures to a specific location. The crane can then manually or automatically lift 
one object at a time and transport it to the selected storage location. By expanding up, rather 
than out, a marina bridge crane, for example, can provide significantly more dry dock storage 
on a smaller footprint to maximize square footage without expensive building additions.

MONORAIL 
Monorail systems provide advantages when work occurs on different manufacturing lines. 
With Intelli-Guide, material automatically travels along a monorail, while also having a point 
where it can exit. This saves on floor space and enables the material to continue along its 
most efficient production path. When an operator completes assembly at a workstation, the 
material can be easily sent to the next location. Operators can then move on to their next task 
without having to guide the load through a work area, improving their productivity.
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• Wireless User Interface: Access setup, positions, data,  
   and information from the plant floor
• Diagnostics and Analytics HMI Screens
• Magnetek Radio Remote Controls

- XLTX Bellybox: Available for up to 30 positions
- Flex EX2 Handheld: Available for up to 12 positions
- Additional models can be incorporated based on number of positions

• Magnetek Variable Frequency Drives
- IMPULSE®•G+ and VG+ Series 4 Drives

- IMPULSE®•G+ Mini

• Software Packages
- Intelli-Protect™ No-Fly Zone Technology
- Intelli-Lift™ Side Pull and Off-Center Pick Technology
- Sway Control System (SCS®) 

• Control Options
- System Disable / Bypass Feature
- System Horn
- Visual Indicators: Light Stack

INTELLI-GUIDE  
SYSTEM OPTIONS

SWAY CONTROL SYSTEMS
Magnetek Sway Control Systems (SCS) help improve productivity 
by preventing load swing caused by the pendulum effect. These 
systems also improve the accuracy of load placement and reduce 
material damage caused by incidental contact of swinging loads. 
This custom software is embedded in our IMPULSE•G+ Series 4 
Drives for new or existing crane control systems, eliminating the 
need for external programmable logic controllers (PLC) or costly 
height measurement devices.
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We understand the benefits and challenges of automation. Using our expertise, we will 
assess your application needs and work side by side with you to transform your systems and 
processes with our industry-leading automation technology. With a suite of products and 
decades of automation experience, we will develop a high-performing system to your exact 
requirements, complete with drawings, control fabrication, and comprehensive testing. 

You’ll benefit from a dedicated controls engineer who will manage your project from start to 
finish, ensuring your system is delivered on time to your exact specifications. Not only will they 
program the PLC code for your system, they will handle on-site field startup and training for your 
project. From project evaluation to aftermarket support, we are here to ensure your success.

ENGINEERED-TO-ORDER 
SOLUTIONS

PROJECT  
EVALUATION

D I S C OV E RY

P R O P O S A L

Q U OT E

ENGINEERING
K I C K-O F F 

D E D I C AT E D T E A M

D R AW I N G S

D E L I V E RY S C H E D U L E

SYSTEM 
MANUFACTURING 
& TESTING

M A N U FA CT U R I N G 

T E S T I N G

S H I P P I N G

TRAINING &  
AFTERMARKET 
SUPPORT

O N-S IT E  T R A I N I N G 

2 4/7/3 6 5 S E R V I C E

FIELD  
START-UP

O N-S IT E  S TA RT-U P  
W IT H E N G I N E E R I N G 

T R O U B L E S H O OT I N G

C U S TO M E R S AT I S FA CT I O N

Our Intelli-Crane™ family of automation solutions is designed for ease of use, quick configuration, and features 
short lead times to get your system up and running quickly. You can easily bundle Intelli-Crane automated 
systems together or combine them with crane and hoist application-based software for a comprehensive 
automation solution specific to your needs.

CHOOSE FROM:

• Intelli-Protect™ No-Fly Zone Technology

• Intelli-Lift™ Side Pull and Off-Center Pick Technology

• Intelli-Guide™ Auto-Dispatch Technology

• Intelli-Connect™ Diagnostics and Analytics 

• Bucket Control Software

• Sway Control Technology

• Weight Measurement System Software

• Drive Synchronization Software
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